Low MDR1 and BAALC expression identifies a new subgroup of intermediate cytogenetic risk acute myeloid leukemia with a favorable outcome.
Treatment optimization in acute myeloid leukemia requires the accurate assignment of patients at diagnosis to specific risk groups to guide subsequent risk-adapted treatment stratification. In this study, we have evaluated the impact of expression of the gene BAALC in conjunction with MDR1 in AML with intermediate cytogenetic risk group to more precisely define risk assessment. Low MDR1/high BAALC, high MDR1/low BAALC, and high MDR1/high BAALC expressers demonstrated a similar clinical outcome with CR rate being 68.75-75% and relapse rate being 40-50% and therefore could be considered as a "combined group". In contrast, low expression of both BAALC and MDR1 identifies an intermediate cytogenetic risk group a distinctly favorable outcome, with higher CR rate being 93.3%, lower relapse rate being 7.1%, and longer OS being 50.3% than that of the "combined group". Moreover, low MDR1/low BAALC expressers in the intermediate cytogenetic risk group also demonstrated a comparable clinical outcome with patients in the favorable-risk group. Thus low MDR1/low BAALC expression identifies a subgroup of intermediate cytogenetic risk AML patients with a remarkably good long-term outcome achieved by chemotherapy alone.